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07/25
9:00A

7:00a Service Flow Script
FT 1: Katelinn
FT 2: Cora
FT 3: Kara & Pastor Eric

7:00a Huddle & Run-Through
The goal of the run-through is to go
through the entire service as if the
room is full.

Anyone communicating from the
platform will be apart of the run-
through to rehearse what they will
say.  The speaker of the day will do
beginning & closing of their message.

8:45a Pre-Service w Eric & Rachel
Play from CG Computer on Spotify in the
Pre-Post-Service Music playlist during Announcement Loop

9:00a Welcome to Hope Day
- What's different about today?
- Why Hope Day instead of regular church?
- Talk about which teams we will see?
- What are you most excited about?
- Talk about the back side of the shirt and the plans for it (why qr code on the back of the shirt, what's on the site, what do

we hope people get out of the hope site?)

9:05a CTA - Acts of Hope
Acts of Hope
- Talk about how we are hoping to inspire many people to do Acts of Hope
- Examples of Acts of Hope: paying for someone's food at the drive through, prayer walk, neighborhood cleanup, mow

your neighbors yard, pay for someone's groceries
- If you want to commit to do an Act of Hope how do you do it? Just type #actofhope in the comments and we will send

you a shirt
- Tell a story of someone paying for your meal or doing a prayer walk
- Show Natalie and Madilyn doing a Hope Day where they are and talk about that (how Natalie helps on the video team

with her dad)

9:15a FT 2: Prayer & Instructions with Pastor Barry

9:20a FT 1 & 2: Team Huddles (Show 2-4 of them)

9:25a Home: What's coming up (Rachel @Home from Here on Out)

9:30a FT 2: 1 (Shopping Center)

9:35a FT 1:1 (Free Water @Rural King)

9:40a FT 3:1 (Retention Pond)

9:45a FT 2:2 (Free Water @ County Market)

Pre-Service

Service
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9:00A

9:50a FT 1:2 (Villas of Holly Brook)

9:55a Act of Hope: Ashley King

10:00a FT 3:2 (Maplewood Dr. South)

10:05a FT 2:3 (Maplewood Dr. North)

10:10a FT 1:3 (Area Between Sports Complex & Walmart - Cleanup)

10:15a FT 3:3 (Free Water @ Walmart)

10:20a FT 2:4 (Act of Hope: Cora's Block Prayer Walk)

10:25a FT 1:4 (Champaign Ave - Cleanup)

10:30a Potentional Act of Hope from Online OR Show Prerecorded Worship Video #4

10:35a FT 3:4 (Downtown Cleanup)

10:40a Home - Recap So Far (with FT1-3 on zoom)

10:45a Home-Welcome to Hope Day (refresh the Livestream w normal 2nd Service Time starting)
- What's different about today?
- Why Hope Day instead of regular church?
- Talk about which teams we will see?
- What are you most excited about?

Acts of Hope
- Talk about how we are hoping to inspire many people to do Acts of Hope
- Examples of Acts of Hope: paying for someone's food at the drive through, prayer walk, neighborhood cleanup, mow

your neighbors yard, pay for someone's groceries
- If you want to commit to do an Act of Hope how do you do it? Just type #actofhope in the comments and we will send

you a shirt
- Tell a story of someone paying for your meal or doing a prayer walk

10:50a Act of Hope: Faith Steinberg

10:55a Potential Act of Hope or Weekend Updates
- Weekend Updates (talk about what they are):

- Pick a Team (next Sunday) talk about what it is
- Series: Flirting with Disaster
- Volunteer Party on Aug 6th
- Baptism Sunday Aug 8th

11:00a Potential Act of Hope or 4 Ways to Give & Prerecorded Worship Song #3
- Or Weekend Updates if we had an Act of Hope
- if we have Acts of Hope for both of these slots, we will do a Weekend Update at a later part of the service

11:05a Act of Hope: Kidwell Prayer Walk

11:10a FT 2:5 Lunch @Maplewood Sports Complex

11:15a FT 1:5 Car Wash @ Casey's

11:20a FT 3:6 Lunch @Golfview

11:25a FT 1:6 Act of Hope Pray for Village
- Rachel will pray with Katelinn on this as well at a certain point
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9:00A

11:30a Act of Hope: Natalie & Madilyn (talk about it with 9s video and 1 pic
- show this video and talk about it again
- Talk about the CTA and about how people watching this now and after the fact can type #actofhope in the comments to

commit to doing an Act of Hope and we will send them a Tshirt this week - even if they are watching this video and
comment on Monday or Tuesday

11:35a Home - Recap & Fave Moments (with FT1-3 on zoom)

11:45a Home - Wrapup - CTA for Acts of Hope
- Big Thanks to:

- all of our Hope Day Volunteers at the different sites
- To Pastor Terry and Pastor Barry
- Drivers for our Field Teams: Faith Cagle, Bob P.
- Livestream Hosts: Pastor Eric, Kara, Cora, and Katelinn
- Zoom Operators:  Stephen, Neveah, and Charity
- HD Camera Operators: Jon Cagle, Donald Eheart, and Christian Kidwell

- Talk about the CTA and about how people watching this now and after the fact can type #actofhope in the comments to
commit to doing an Act of Hope and we will send them a Tshirt this week - even if they are watching this video and
comment on Monday or Tuesday
- Rehit some of the Updates (talk about what they are):

- Pick a Team (next Sunday) talk about what it is
- Series: Flirting with Disaster
- Volunteer Party on Aug 6th
- Baptism Sunday Aug 8th

- Dismissal
- make sure to check out our Hope Site at christian.life/hope and tell us your story of hope (show back side of shirts)
- thanks for hanging out with us for Hope Day 2021, we HOPE you have a great day!

11:50a Service End

11:50a Offering - Eric
- Giving Story
- 4 Ways To Give

11:53a

Post-Service


